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For Joe Cutillo, president and chief executive officer of IPR, the nation’s 

largest privately held trenchless solutions contractor, IWPC is a model for all of 

its operating divisions across the United States.

“As a trenchless contractor, IWPC represents the perfect blend of 

experience, customer service and technology in its tool chest to be able to 

provide multiple options to solve our customers’ problems,” Cutillo says. 

“And, if we aren’t constantly seeking better and more cost-effective solutions, 

then we aren’t doing our job.” 

When aging sewer lines in Detroit and the surrounding area begin to 

fail, Inland Waters Pollution Control, a division of IPR, is one of the first 

calls utility officials make … especially if the problem is complicated. 
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INLAND WATERS POLLUTION 
CONTROL, INC., DETROIT, MICH.
SCOPE OF SERVICES: CIPP lining (water, sewer and industrial), pipe bursting,   
 sliplining, manhole rehabilitation, advanced geopolymer  
 lining, chemical grouting, cementitious grouting, spot   
 repairs, sewer inspection, sewer cleaning
SERVICE AREA: Michigan, Indiana, Ohio, Pennsylvania, Virginia, 

 West Virginia, Maryland
EMPLOYEES: 140
OWNER: Inland Pipe Rehabilitation, Inc., The Woodlands, Texas
WEBSITE:  www.teamipr.com
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Walter Rozycki, senior project manager 
at IWPC, often serves as the point man 
when utilities in an eight-state region need 
help with failing sewers. IWPC is based in 
Detroit but serves a region that includes 
Ohio, Pennsylvania, Tennessee, Indiana, 
West Virginia, Virginia and Maryland. 
(Several of those states are being moved to a 
new division the parent company is forming 
to serve New England and the Northeast.)  

IWPC’s main focus is pipe relining 
and pipe rehabilitation, and Rozycki says 
the company offers a variety of services that 
allow it to tailor the solution to the problem, 
age and construction of the sewer lines that 
need repair. IWPC offers IPR’s proprietary 
EcoCast geopolymer cementitious spincast 
lining for pipes 36 inches and up (as well 
as manholes and large storm sewers), 
sliplining, CIPP lining (liner materials 
supplied by Applied Felts), and chemical 
and cementitious grouting. IWPC also does 
sewer inspection, spot repairs and cleaning.  

Even though IWPC concentrates on 
sewer lines, the Detroit operation is also a licensed installer for RS Technik’s RS 
BlueLine CIPP for water mains and force mains. RS Blueline has been certified to 
meet NSF/ANSI Standard 61 for drinking water.

 
PIPELINES OF ALL SIZES

Although some of IWPC’s most notable work is done on large sewer lines 
up to 12 feet in diameter, Rozycki says the company also does a lot of work on 
smaller lines. “We have contracts with the City of Detroit to do all of their CIPP 
work. There is a lot of 8-, 10-, 12-inch stuff and we are working on lines all the 
way up to 60 inches. We’ve got over 1 million feet of CIPP installed in Detroit.”  

To keep pace with the Detroit contracts and other projects, IWPC has seven 
lining crews normally comprised of seven people each. If an out-of-town project 
or a large-diameter sewer requires the use of special on-site wet-out equipment, 
the lining crews can expand to as many as 10 people.  

IWPC also has seven television/cleaning/grouting crews with four to five 
people each.

And the Detroit operation has a fleet of 12 jet-vac trucks — supplied by 
both Vac-Con and Guzzler — each operating with a two-man crew.  

IWPC operates its main wet-out plant in Detroit with a staff of 10 people. 
Other members of the Detroit team include seven mechanics who maintain 
the company’s trucks and equipment as well as 14 people on the office staff, 
including Rozycki.

 
EQUIPPING THE CREWS

To equip its lining crews, IWPC assembles its own trailers equipped with 
large, specialized boilers, and equips its crews with portable wet-out tables to 
handle the scale of the material they are installing. The Detroit operation equips 
boiler trailers for its own crews as well as for the other divisions of IPR across the 
country. Some of the trailers offer crews the capability to cure by steam or water. 
IWPC’s mechanics also design and supply their division and the rest of IPR with 
the specialized installation trucks required for application of EcoCast linings.  

For television inspection and grouting work, IWPC crews operate trucks 

“The thing that’s surprising 
is that many of the older, 
larger-diameter sewers 
that were built of brick are 
in better shape than the 
concrete sewers you first 
started seeing in the 
1940s and ’50s.”
Walter Rozycki

<< An IWPC technician releases 
the steam from a freshly cured-in-
place sewer liner from National Liner. 
(Photography by Jerry Bernard)

Crew members Kendra Rutgers, left, and Dale Eddy cut a hole in a liner for the air-steam fitting as other crew 
members set up for the lining job.



assembled by either Telespector, a company based just outside Detroit, or CUES, 
an Orlando-based company. Rozycki says most of the company’s liner tap-
cutting equipment is purchased from CUES.  

Since IWPC’s work is primarily done in northern states, the crews are 
also equipped with large tents to enclose the working area and maintain the 
proper conditions for wet-out of CIPP liners. Climate control for impregnated 
CIPP liners is important, and when IWPC crews are working in another state, 
the company has a fleet of refrigerated trucks and trailers deliver the liners to 
the work site while maintaining a constant temperature to prevent them from 
curing. On site, the material is then inverted and applied and cured by either 
steam or water.

 
CENTURY-OLD SEWERS STAND STRONG

Since many of the cities in the region IWPC serves are older, Rozycki says 
his crews often find themselves working in sewer lines up to 100 years old  
or more. But he says the older brick sewers are not necessarily the lines that 
are failing.  

“The thing that’s surprising is that many of the older, larger-diameter sewers 
that were built of brick are in better shape than the concrete sewers you first 
started seeing in the 1940s and ’50s,” he says.  

Rozycki says brick-lined tunnels were better able to withstand the flow 
of wastewater, while early concrete sewers proved susceptible to substances in 

the waste stream. Hydrogen sulfide has been a key factor in the degradation of 
concrete sewers in many locales.  

The IWPC manager says that one reason early concrete and clay sewers 
began to fail was the early degradation of joint sealant material that allowed for 
increased infiltration and root intrusion. The brick sewers were continuous and 
didn’t have that kind of problem.  

“Our people are trained in sewer rescue and first aid 
skills, similar to what you would teach a first responder. 
Because in some communities, even the local first 
responders aren’t trained to go that deep  
underground and enter the sewer.”
Walter Rozycki

ABOVE: Crew member Courtney Verway, field manager Angie Miller, crew 
member Dale Eddy, crew member Scott Diffen, foreman Kyle Howell and 
crew member Clint Adkins prep an 18-inch liner from National Liner. The 
Hurst Boiler-equipped custom flatbed trailer will handle the curing process. 
BELOW: Crew worker Scott Diffen catches the blown out liner at the far end 
so he can fold it over and set up the steam fitting for curing.



“It’s really surprising how these bricks have almost become polished from 
the wastewater or stormwater flowing through them,” Rozycki says. “They have 
really stood up over time.”

 
STAYING SAFE UNDERGROUND

With much of its work performed in large pipelines, IWPC faces the added 
challenge of training and equipping its employees for the hazards of working 100 
feet underground. Much like mine operators, Rozycki says, “We have to abide by 
all confined-space entry regulations set by OSHA.”  

IWPC conducts its own safety training program to comply with OSHA 
regulations and other industry standards. The training focuses on the work 
environment as well as the operation of specialized equipment used by company 
employees.  

Often, the training offered to IWPC employees goes beyond government 
requirements. 

“Our people are trained in sewer rescue and first aid skills, similar to what 
you would teach a first responder,” Rozycki says. “Because in some communities, 

When his crews go underground to work on some of the largest 
sewer lines serving the Upper Midwest, Walter Rozycki has two things 
in mind: worker safety and worker efficiency. That’s why the senior 
project manager for Inland Waters Pollution Control likes to work on 
solutions.  

One of those solutions is a raft-like craft that his crews can take 
down a 4-foot manhole and assemble into a floating platform to 
carry up to five workers and their equipment. It’s a design that started 
as a sketch on the back of a napkin during a lunch with his brother, 
Rick, who developed and patented the Hydrosled, designed to 
clean large-diameter sewers with no personnel in the sewer and 
using the force of existing flow for propulsion.  

IWPC’s raft is fabricated from stainless steel to withstand the 
demands of underground work.  

“It’s kind of like a pontoon boat,” Rozycki says. “But we can break 
it down to go down a small hole and they can assemble it at the 
bottom. There are no nuts and bolts, just pins to hold it together.”  

The raft can be set up to be between 6 and 8 feet wide and from 
12 to 24 feet long. The crew capacity depends upon the working size 
of the raft and the weight of the equipment it is carrying. In late 2012, 
IWPC crews were using the raft to work on the Oakland-Macomb 
Interceptor Drain project, a rehabilitation contract involving about 
10 miles of interceptor ranging from 9 to 12.8 feet in diameter and 
running 70 to 110 feet underground.  

One of the key uses of the raft is for chemical and cementitious 
grouting. Rozycki says IWPC has worked with Telespector to adapt its 
grout mixing and pumping equipment to run off of lithium batteries 

so the system can be taken down to the site of the grouting, instead 
of running a hose down the manhole and up to 1,000 feet through 
the sewer. 

The raft can also be used for spot repairs, relining, cleaning and 
other work in large sewer lines with active flows.

GOING WITH THE FLOW

A technician uses IPR’s proprietary EcoCast technology on a pipe 
rehabilitation project. EcoCast is one of several pipe, tunnel and manhole 
rehabilitation technologies IWPC offers its customers. (Photo courtesy of 
Inland Waters)

“We often handle projects that are unusual. We are 
solution providers. We can be a one-stop deal, if that 
is what the customer wants. We can do everything 
from the initial investigation to final remediation.”
Walter Rozycki

IWPC, through IPR, is now capable of relining potable water lines with 
its RS Technik epoxy resin CIPP installation system certified for drinking  
water systems.



even the local first responders aren’t trained to go that deep underground and 
enter the sewer.” 

In addition to the safety skills that come with IWPC’s regular training 
program, employees are equipped with all the proper safety equipment, from 
quick escape air bottles with breathing masks to life preservers on every employee 
in a flowing sewer.

 
CUSTOM-FIT SOLUTIONS

IWPC sometimes serves as the construction manager for large sewer 
rehabilitation projects, overseeing the work of multiple contractors. When a 
contract calls for services IWPC does not normally handle, it will first turn to 
its sister divisions to handle some jobs. 

Within IPR’s national network, 
IWPC can provide a myriad of 
additional trenchless services not 
normally performed in its region. 
These include: pipe bursting, water 
bursting, and spiral-wound pipe and 
culvert rehab, just to name a few. So 
when a job calls for that type of service, 
it only takes a phone call to secure an 
experienced and qualified installation 
team to perform the task.

Because of the great variance in 
the age of the systems his company 
works on and the unique challenges 
of geology, infrastructure and 
construction in each system, Rozycki 
says IWPC can’t take a one-size-fits-all 
approach to the business.  

“We often handle projects that 
are unusual,” Rozycki says. “We 
are solution providers. We can be 
a one-stop deal, if that is what the 
customer wants. We can do everything 
from the initial investigation to final 
remediation.” C
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Two production lines of resin-treated liner are impregnated on their way to 
the loading dock.


